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 hey girl

welcome
to the

we are here to help guide you through your first period and
everything this brings, so you can manage your periods

like a boss

Wild Gang



Although many girls begin their first period 
between the ages of 11 and 13, every girl is 

different, and your period could arrive anywhere 
between the ages of 9 and 16. 

So our Wild Heart Gang kits are suitable for you 
when you have your first period, whatever your age. 

So how do you know your period might be coming? 
You may experience some or all of these tell-tale signs.

what is
happening

 to me

hello puberty



One first tell-tale sign is that your breasts will start 
to grow, and you’re going to need your first bra. 

They may sometimes be a little tender and sore too. 

Abdominal cramps tend to be the culprit that creeps up and rears 
its ugly head when your period is on its way. Unlike other symp-

toms, which can begin well before your period begins and can end 
when bleeding starts, cramps usually show up right before your 

period starts and can last for two to three days. Use the heat pack 
in your box to help ease the discomfort. If the pain gets really bad 

ask an adult for a painkiller.

You may feel more tired than usual, those hormones can make you 
feel sleepy. Just think of it as extra beauty sleep. Pop your bath 

bomb in your box in a nice warm bath before bed. Sweet dreams 
here we come.

You’ll start to get body hair in places you didn’t before (underarms, 
legs and pubic area) I know, I know it’s all abit odd but it happens to 
everyone. You might want to start hair removal, this can be shaving, 
hair removal creams and wax. You may also notice your body odour 

changing, so be extra in the shower and keep everywhere mega 
clean. If you need to use a deodrant.

Zzzzz   

what is with all the 
hair and smell     

OH CRAMP

Wow, the mood swings, they come out of nowhere. Feeling emo-
tional or quite sassy but don't know why? Yep, that’s the PMT 

(pre-menstrual tension) symptoms. They are caused by hormones 
and they can be more of a pain than anything. Remember you can 
talk to a parent, guardian or friend if you’re feeling sad or anxious. 

It’s good to talk. 

moody bum

where did these come from



A lot of us think that our first period is going to come pour-
ing out in a big rush of blood. This is rare, many girls will 

have a very light bleed their first few periods. 

You will likely experience the signs of puberty prior to 
when you get your first period, which are a sign that your 

period is on the way.

what will
happen 

when my 
period 

    starts  

so do not worry



does it
   hurt

Sometimes you might experience some cramping 
or discomfort in your tummy, but the actual bleeding 

should not hurt.

girl you totally got this



A thin panty liner or a pad, changed regularly (to suit 
your flow and comfort level) is what you will need when 

you get your first period. There are lots of different products 
out there to help absorb the flow of blood. In your box we 
have included some day and night pads for you to try and 
a cool bag to put them in for when you’re out and about 

but you use what you feel comfy with. We don’t recommend 
tampons until you are a little older. We will cover that 

later on our website. Don’t worry we’ve got you whatever 
your age.

what should i use 
 for the bleeding

A menstrual cycle lasts on average 28 days, but some 
people will experience slightly shorter or longer cycles, too.

 This doesn’t mean that you will bleed for 28 days straight! It 
means that the bleeding part will happen around once every 
28 days (counting the first day of your last period as day 1).

Some girls may find that they get their first period and then 
nothing for a few months. This is considered to be normal 
and is just your body’s way of adjusting – it should find its 

own way in a few months.

how often will  
 it happen



You are the boss

Your period could last anywhere between 2 – 8 days. 
It is generally heavier in the first few days but should get 

lighter towards the end of it. 

You may also find that you like to use different products 
at different times to best suit your flow. You might prefer 
to use a mix of pads and tampons depending on the flow 

(when you’re older) depending on the flow. It’s all up to you.

how long
does 

it   usally
 last



you totally got this

Self-Care. The best thing you can do is be kind to yourself 
and your body and remember that self-care is important, 
especially when you might be experiencing some of these 

classic period dramas. 

Have a warm bath, snack on some of your favourite choco-
late we’ve even thought of that, it’s in your box and believe 
it or not, exercise is really good for you when you have your 

period.

You’re part of the Wild Hearts Gang now…. 

do it 
 for you


